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Load tes)ng with F1

Join us to learn about F1, our open-source tool for 

testing asynchronous systems! 📈
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Performance testing fundamentals



Why should you
performance test? 

Fundamentals



Fundamentals

Types of performance testing 

Testing software metrics under 

heavy load for a certain period 

to see how much systems can 

handle 

Load

Testing software metrics under 

intense sudden load to see how 

it scales and recovers after 

Spike

Testing software metrics under 

slowly ramping up load to see a 

system’s sustainability

Soak



Performance testing 
metrics

Average response 

time 

Peak response 

time 

Error rate Concurrent users

Data throughput CPU usage

Fundamentals



At Form3, our systems 
make use of events, 
queues and asynchronous 
requests, like this example. 

Fundamentals



We need to write test 
scenarios that can send 
HTTP requests and process 
asynchronous responses.

Fundamentals



Common tools



Common tools

JMeter

Open-source Java testing tool 

which can be used for load 

testing API endpoints

Overview

Test plans are configured with 

the JMeter recording GUI using 

templates.

Result graphs & dashboards 

can be generated 

Usage

Multiple requests implemented 

using Parallel Controllers.

Linear, Stepping and Spike 

ramp up possible to be 

configured

Async testing support



Common tools

k6

Open-source Go project run by 

Grafana used to test API 

endpoints.

Overview

Tests are written is a scripting 

language like JavaScript.

Results output at the end of the 

test, sending metrics to other 

external outputs is supported

Usage

Script execution is 

synchronous, but can test 

using virtual users.

Options object describes the 

load configuration

Async testing support



Easy to write asynchronous tests 

which integrate with our queues and 

services

Our ideal load testing tool

Common tools

Allows our engineers to write tests in 

Go, which is the language our 

platform was written in

Provides support for different modes 

for running load



What is F1?



We created our own 
load tesFng 
framework – F1

form3tech-oss/f1

What is F1? 

https://github.com/form3tech-oss/f1


Live Demo 🚀

form3tech-oss/f1-example

https://github.com/form3tech-oss/f1-example


Conclusions



Load testing is important and should 
not be an after thought.

We make use of F1 every day and 
you can too - form3tech-oss/f1

Conclusions

https://github.com/form3tech-oss/f1


Thanks for listening! 🎤👊⬇

Adelina Simion

addetz

classic_addetz

Andy Kuszyk

andykuszyk

Check out our careers site, 
podcast and

our engineering site!

form3.tech/careers

techpodcast.form3.tech

engineering.form3.tech

Form3Tech

https://www.form3.tech/careers
https://techpodcast.form3.tech/
https://engineering.form3.tech/
https://engineering.form3.tech/

